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v. 
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF STEEL. 

STEEL is very sensitive to heat. In general it may be stated 
that, starting with cold steel, every degree ~f heat _ad_de~ 
causes a change in size and in structure, until the hm1t 1s 

reached where disintegration begins. The changes are not 
continuous • there are one or two breaks in the line, notably 
at the poin~ where we ha.ve wbat is called recalescence; this 
is a marked phenomenon and it will be considered later. 

Tbe effects of heat are perma¡ient, so that it is a fact 
that every variation of temperature which is marked enough 
to be visible to the naked eye will leave a structure, due to 
that vari.ation, when the steel is cold, w hich will be observ
able by the naked eye, and such strncture, when not 
influenced by external force, such as by hammering or 
rolling, is as invariable and certain as is the structure of an 
ingot due to the quantity of carbon present. 

This property furnishes what may be called the steel
maker's and the steel-user's tbermometer. By its meaos 
tbe steel-maker can discover every irregularity in heating 
tbat may bave been perpetrated by the operative_s; so a~so 
the steel-user can decide wbether the steel furmshed h1m 
has been heated and worked uniformly and properly, and 
later he can tell whetber tbose who have shaped _this steel 
to its final forros bave done their work properly. A 
thorough knowledge of this property is essential to a steel-
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maker; until he possesses it he is not fit to conduct bis 
business. It is of great importance to the steel-user, and 
every engineer sbould try to acquire a knowledge of it in 
order that he may not be fooled by the carelessness or ras
cality of tbose who have preceded him. Tbe steel-maker 
acquires this knowledge 0y daily contact with the facts; 
tbe engineer does not bave it forced upon bim in this way, 
but he should seek opportunities of observation, which will 
be abundant in his earlier practice wben he is sent upon 
inspection du.ty. Like the structure of ingots, this heat
structure cannot be illustrated on paper, and an attempt to 
do so would be misleading; attempts at description will be 
made in the hope that by their meaus the engineer will 
have a pretty good idea what to look for, and to know when 
his suspicions should be aroused. 

In addition to the ocular observations mentioned it has 
been shown by specific-gravity determinations, and by 
delicate electrical tests through small ranges of tempera
ature, tbat steel is as truly thermometrical as mercury. 

Steel passes through or into four general conditions due 
to heat. First, in the cold state, it is a crystalline solid of 
no uniform structnre, for its structnre is influenced by 
every element that enters into it, and by every irregularity 
of heat to which it has been subjected. 

Good steel may be described as having a bluish-gray 
color, uniform grain as seen by the naked eye, and little 
lustre. But it sbould have sorne lustre and a silky appear
ance. When it is right, a steel-worker will say it is" sappy," 
and that name, absnrd as it may sound when applied to a 
metal, really expresses an appearance, and implies an ex
cellence that it would bo hard to find a better word for. 
lf the structure be dull and san<ly-looking, the steel-worker 
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will say it is "dry," and that term is as suggestive and ap-
. l d" " prvpnate as t ie wor sappy. . 

If the fracture be o-ranular with bright, flashmg lustre, 
the steel-worker will :ay it is" fiery," and again bis term 

is expressive and proper. 
It is perfectly safe to say that steel of a "sapp~ ". a~

pearance is good steel; bnt in order to know what_ 1t 1s _1t 
rnust be }earned by observation, it cannot be descnbed m 

exact terms. 
It is equally certain that a" dry" fracture indicates a 

mean steel, a steel inberently mean,-too mucb pbosphoru~, 
or silicon, or oxides, or all combined,-and such a steel 1s 

incurable. 
A "fiery" fracture indicates too mucb be~t. It may be 

fonnd in the best steel and in the poorest; it may be cor
rected by simply beating to a proper temperature. It 
shows that sorne one needs to be reprimanded for careless 

work. 
If now an inquirer will take a piece of good steel of 

"sappy" fracture, and of "dry" steel of dull, sandy frac
ture of tbe same carbon, and will beat them say first to 
dark orange, tben to brigbt orange, dark lemon, and so o~, 
and examine the fractures after each beating, be w1ll 
fiud a ,, fiery" fracture in the "dry" steel at a beat,:nuch 
below tbat wbicb is necessary to make the "sappy steel 
"fiery." · This is one proof that good steel will endure 

more punishment than poor steel. 
Cold steel is not plastic in the common ·acceptance of 

tbe word • strictly speaking it has sorne plasticity, as shown 
in tbe ex~ension noted in pulling it; this is its measure of 

ductility. 
Also it may be drawn cold to fine wire of only a few 
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thonsandths of an inch in diameter, and it has been rolled 
cold to one five thousandth of an inch thick. But this 
work must be done with great care; the steel soon beco mes 
brittle, and a little overdrawing or overrolling will crnsh 
the grain and ruin the steel; tberefore the work must be 
done a little at a time, and be followed by a careful anneal
ing. 

'l'o reduce a No. 5 wire rod to .005 inch diameter will re
quire with bigh steel suitable for hair-springs about four
teen annealings. 

A skilful hammerman will take a piece of mild cold 
steel, and by means of light, rapid blows he will heat it up 
to a bright lemtm heat without fracturing it; then he will 
have it thoroughly plastic and malleable. 

'l'his has no practical commercial value; it is a beautiful 
scientific experiment exhibiting high manual skill, and 
sbowing that there is no hard and fast line between non
plasticity and plasticity. 

'rhe first condition, then, is cold steel, not plastic, not 
malleable. 

When steel is beated, it begins to show color at about 
700º to 800° F.; the first color is known as dark cherry 
red, or, better, orange red; above this color it turns to a 
diatinct, rather dark, or medium oran ge color; this is the 
heat of recalescence, a good forging-heat, and tbe best an
nealing- and quenching-heat. At this heat and above it 
good steel is truly plastic and malleable; a roller or 
hammerman will say, "It works like wax," and so it 
does. 

'!'bis is the second or plastic condition. 
Heated above this plastic condition to a brigbt lemon in 

high steel, or to a creamy, almost scintillating, heat in mild 
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steel, steel will go to pieces under tbe bammer or in tbe 
rolls; the workman will probably say it is burned, but it 
is not burned necessarily; it is simply heated up to tbe 
tbird or granular condition; it is the beginning of disin

tegration and the end of plasticity. 
Tbis granular condition is important in several ways. 

It is made use of in Sweden, and has been demonstrated 
iu the United States, to determine the quantity of carbon 
in steel. An intelligent blacksmitb is gi,en a set of rods 
of predetermined carbon, ranging from 100 carbon to 
zero, or tbrough any range that may be necessary; each 
rod is ruarked to indicate its carbon. He takes tbe rods 
one by one and beata tberu until they scintillate, well up 
into the granular condition, then laya them on his anvil 
and hammers tbem, observing carefully tbe color at which 
each one becomes plastic a-s it cools slowly. After a little 
practice he is given rods that are not marked, and by 
treating them in the same way he will give them their 
proper numbers, rarely missing the carbon by as mucb as 
10 points, or one temper. 

It is a beautiful and useful illustration of the e:ffect of 
carbon. Tbe rule is, tbe higber the carbon the lower the 
granulating-point; or, as is well known, high steel will 
melt at a lower temperature than low steel. 

This shows that every temper of steel has its disintegra
tion temperatura where it passes from plastic to granular, 
as :fixed as its fusion-point or its point of recalescence. 

Steel passes from the granular condition to the liquid or 
fourth forro. 

There is little of interest in the liquid condition of steel 
to any but the steel-maker; what there is to be said will be 
mentioned later. 

f 
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Steel in cooling from tbe liquid passes througb the 
granular and the plastic conditions to the cold state. 

The granular form is of special interest to tbe steel
maker for the reason that in this condition the steel has 
more of adhesion than cohesion; it will stick to anything it 
touches, and so cannot be made to :flow. This is the cause 
of "bears," "stickers," and many of the troubles of tlie 
melter. Therefore steel must be put into the moulds wbile 
it is still molten, and moulds should be well smoked or 
lime-washed to prevent stickers. 'l'bis condition is of 
great interest to engineers, because the failure to roll or 
shape moltea steel by pouring it directly between the 
rolls is doubtless due to this adhesive, non-cohesive condi
tion. 

To produce sheets, bars, and all sorts of sbapes from 
~10lten steel direct, witbout the expense of making, hand
lmg, and re-heating iugots, is an enticing idea which has 
occupied tbe minds and efforts of many able mecbanics 
and engineers. 

If steel passed directly from the liquid to the plastic 
condition as glass does, J1ammers and rolls would soon be 
replaced by dies at a great saving of cost and labor. It is 
~o wonder that sucb a desirable end has Jed to many per
s1stent and costly efforts, but until sorne way can be de
vised to eliminate this granular form in cooling it would 
seem that all such efforts must end in failure. 

As steel cools down through the plastic condition the 
coolin~ i~ not continuous; there are two or three points 
where 1t 1s arrested for a time, and at one notable point 
the cooling is not onlj arrested, but after a few moments of 
stop the operation is reversed, the steel becomes visibly 
hotter, and then the cooling goes on regnlarly; there may 
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be other slight pauses, but they are of little importance 
compared to this one, which is known as the point of re
calescence. There are many theories of the cause of this 
recalescence; the ablest scientists are still working at it; 
and until sorne defiuite conclusion is. reached it is not 
worth while to write pages of discussion which may be 
found íully stated ~nd illustrated over and over again in 
the various technical journals, and transactions of difierent 

engineering societies. 
There are some properties of steel of great interest which 

seem to cluster around this recalescence-point; tbey will 

be noted as they are reached. 
We have seen tbat there is a marked, definite structure 

of tbe grain oí ingots due to every quantity of carbon, and 
also that tbere is a fixed limit of malleability for every 
quantity of carbon. lt is known also that the recalescence
point shifts slightly witb a chango of carbon, and that it 
is much more marked and brighter in higb-carbon steel 

than in lo,v. 
There are no other sure indications of the qnantity oí 

carbon present. As soon as tul ingot is heatcd up to 
orange color, or the rccalescent-point, it loses its distinc
tive strncture and its fracture no longcr fnrnishes a sure 

guido. 
If three ingots of say, 20, 80, and 120 carbon respec-

ti vely be heated to orango and theu cooled slowly, their 
fractures will be so d ifferent as to enable an expert to 
place them properly in their orc1er of carbon, and to classify 
them as mild, hard, and harder; beyond that he could not 
go; if he atton·pted to givo them their temper 1rnmbers, he 
would be likely to miss by four or füe unmbers either 
way, and a correct nrnrk wonld be only a lncky gness. 
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Tfamrncring and rolling heated steol affcct thc <Trnin or 
i;tructnre profou ndly; a high stecl may be workccl bso that 
thc grnin will look mild, and a mil<l stcel may be so worked 
tlmt the gmin will look hard. It is common to seo a bar 
oí stecl with a fin~ grain at one end :md a coarse grain at 
the othcr, a1~d th_1s stalc of things often frightens a con
fl:tmer, who_ 1mngmes that he has received a very irregular, 
uneven article, and he is as oíten astonished wben it is 
sl'.own to him thnt nt the &'\me proper heat the two ends 
w11l refine and barden equally well, and bo exactly alike. 
In snch a bar c,ne end has been finished a little hotterthan 
the otber, and the grain is dne to tho hcat in each ca 
'1'1 • . , se . 

. ns n~even heatmg mny havo been incidental or careless· 
w1th sk1línl workers it is rnre. ' 

One end might luwe bccn finished so cold t 1 . as o crns 1 

the gram, and the other end so hot ns to cnttN• · · · t . . . . ·= rnc1p1en 
,1_1smtegrat1on, bnt a competent inspector would discover 
..i1ther conditiou at once nnd reject the bar. 
. Ther~ is, then, a specific strncture dnc to temperature; it 
1s mod1fied by carbon and by treatment undcr tlie ¡ . inm-
n~er or m th~ r~lls_- ~fa bar of steel be heatcd u p to the 
h1ghest plast1c hn11t, Jnst so that it will not fall t · , . o p1eces, 
and then cooled slowly w1thout disturbance, aud a frac-
ture b~ taken, it will be fon nd to lle coarse and with an 
exceedmgly brilliant lustre. Now ]et it be lie t d . . a e agam to 
~ br'.ght Iemon color, but still plastic, and cooled as before· 
it will be fonnd to be coarse, with bright lustre, but neithe; 
so coars~ nor_ so bright as the first 1>iece. Then let it be 
trcated m th1::1 way to lemon color, light orange, medium 
orange, dnrk ?ran~e, and orange red; as the heats go 
down the gram w11l be finer and the lustre will be l 

t·¡ t b . ess, 
un 1 a a ont medrnm orange the lustre will bo abscnt. 
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If any number of bars of even compo~ition be heated in 
this way, the fractures will all be ahke for each tem-

~~~ t 
If a series of bars of the difieren t full tempers, abou 

seven in all, be treated in this way, tbe structnres _d ne to a 
given temperatnre will al\ be similar, ~nt there w11l be no 
two exactly a1ike, because high steel is much more pro-

ioundly affected by heat than low steel. . 
Seven tempers are mentioned here, because t~at is the 

number of full tempers in common use. Steel is graded 

t 'nto fifteen tempera ordinarily by the interpolation of ou 1 . f 
half nmnbers; this is easy and snre in the ingot mspec ion. 
In the above experimeut the differences dne to car~on are 
not quite so delicate, and the work is hampered m the 

heating by the persoua1 equation, so that tb~ use ~f seven 
fuH tempera is refinemen t enongh. There is .ª d ifference 
due to every separable qnantity of carbon, wh1~h conld be 
shown if all of the operations of the expenment were 

exact. . 
If when a bar ; 8 brokeu cold the fracture 1s uneven, 

with coarse graiu in one part and fine grain in anoth~r, 
it shows that there has been uneven heating. If one s1de 

has large grain and the other side is fine, tbe ba~ has been 
a great deal hotter on tlie side having coarse gram than on 
the otber: the heater has let the bar lie in the furnace 
with one side exposed to a hot fl.ame and tbe otber pro

tected f{·om tbe flame in some way; he has neglected to 

turn the bar over and heat it evenly. . 
If the outside of the bar is fine and the centre 1s coarse, 

the bar has been very hot all through and has been fi?ished 
by light blows of the luimmer or by light passes m the 

rolls; it has been worked superficially and 11ot tboroughly. 
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If the outside of the bar is coarse and the centre is fine , 
the steel has been heated on the surface too hot and too 

quickly; it has not had time to get hot througl1, aud it 
has had too little work in the finishing. 

If the grain is dark, with the appearance of a rather 
heavy india-ink tint, the steel has been :finished too co\d 
and it will be found to be brittle. 

, 

If the grain is very dark, especially about the middle, 
looking almost black, then it has been finished altogether 

too cold: the grain is d isintegrated, aud the bar is :fit only 
for the scrap-heap. 

A bar of this kind containing enough carbon to barden 
wíll barden thoronghly, and often appear to be sound and 
fine, but it is not sound and will not do good work; if it 
be brought up to a proper heat aud forged to a point, it 
will almost certaiuly burst, showing that the inteO'rity of 
the stee1 has heen destroyed. 

0 

If a bar, or plate, or beam shows cracks on tbe surface 
or at the corners, with rough, torn snrfaces, the steel has 
either been su per:ficially burued or it is red-short. In 
either case it should be rejccted, for the crncks, although 

small, will provide startiug-points for ultimate fractures 
whether it be tool-steel that is to be hardened, or struc: 
tural steel that is to be strained without hardening. If 
the steel is to be machined, so that all of the cracks can be 

cut out, then in machinery-steel tbe removal of these snr

foce defects might leave the :finished piece sufficiently 
Sl)und and good. If, however the steel is to be hardened , 
and \he defects should be due to red-sbortness, the piece 
would almost certainly break in the hardening; and if it 

we~e not. red-short, then unless the cracks were cut away 
enttrel.r, 1f the least trace of the crack is there, although 
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it máy not be visible, tbat trace will be sufficient to start a 
crack wheu the piece is hardened. 

EFFECTS OF COOLING. 

Increase of heat causes increase of softness up to tbc 

liquid condition. 
Decrease of heat-cooling-increases hardness up to the 

bardness of glass. 
As an invariable rule the rate of cooling fixes the degree 

of hardness to be had in the cold piece witbin the limits of 

obtainable hardness or softness. 
Slow cooling retains softness, so that when annealing is 

to be done tbe slower the cooling the better. Cooling is 
always a hardening process, but when it is carried on slowly 
more softncss, will be retained than when the cooling is 

quick. 
Rapid cooling produces hardness, and the more nearly 

instantaneous it is the greater the hardness will be. 'l'bis 
property of hardening is of such extreme importance tbat 
it will be treated fully in a separata chapter. 

There is an apparent exception to this rule shown in the 
opcration called water-annealing. It is common, wben 
work is hurried, to heat a piece of steel carefully and uni
formly up to thc first color, that is, until it. just begins to 
show color, and then to quench it in water. 

This is called water-annealing; and many believe that 
because a piece so treated is left softer than it was before 
treatment, the water-cooling had somctbing to do with 
it. The fact is tbat hammering and rolling are bardening 
processes. When the increment of heat due to the work ie 
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less tban the decrement of heat due to radiation, the com
pacting of the grain increases hardness. 

'.l.'his proccss leaves the piece barder than does the 
qnenching in water-annealing; the decrease in hardness 
due to water-annealing is the difference between the effects 
of the two operations. Let two pieces of the same bar be 
heated exactly the same for water-annealing; Jet one be 
qnenched in water, and the other be allowed to cool in the 
air in a dry place. 'rhen the superior softness of the air
cooled piece will show that tbe so-called water-annealing 
furnishes no exception to the rule. 

There is one extremely important matter connected with 
cooling that should be noted carefully. 

It is a common practice ~mong steel-workers when they 
get a part of a piece of steel too hot to partially quench 
that part, and then go on with their beating; or if they are 
in a hurry to get out a big day's work, or if the weather is 
hot, and a pile of red-hot bars is uncomfortable, to dash 
water over the pile and hurry the cooling. 

This practice means checks in the steel, hundreds of 
tb.em. 

A bar breaks and has this appearance. The dark spot is 

\fi;{i;W{i\1}iN 
/ :;·· 

the check; it <lid not show in the bar, no inspector could 
see it, bnt it broke the bar. Any one can prove this to his 
own satisfaction in a few minutee. Take a bar of convenient 
size, about one inch by one eighth; heat it carefully to an 
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evcn mcdinm orange color and qncnch it com pletely; then 
&1iip it with a hand-hammer over the edge of an anvil, 
snipping away until satisfied that it is sound steel. 'rhere 

are no checks. 
Now heat a similar lcngth of the same bar in the same 

way, and pass it throngh tbe streiun from the bosh-pipe, or 
submerrrc it for a moment in the bosh, not long enough to 

prod uc: more than the slightest trace of ~ cl1~nge in füe 
color• tben put it back in the fire and lmng 1t gently to 
the u

1

niform color used before, and qucnch it completely. 

Now when it is snipped over the anvil it will show numer-

011s checks, dozens of them. 
In this experiment the complete snbmersion for amo

ment may not produce checks at every tria~, because _the 

complete submersion pcrmits practically umform co~lmg, 
which if continued to complete cooling would be s1mply 

the ordinary hardening process. Still it will produce checks 
in the majority of cases, indicating that starting the changos, 
strains or whatever they are of the qnenching process an<l 

then :topping tbem suddenly while tbe steel is in the 
plastic condition does cause disintegration, so tbat the 
operation is dangerous and should not be tolerated. Pass

ing the J10t steel through a stream of water or _das11ing 
water ovcr it must cause di:fferent rates of coolmg, and 

neccssarily produce local strains resulting in checks. These 
Ja.tter ways of injuring, tberefore, rarely fail to produce the 

ruinous checks. 
If this positivo dcstruction is produced in this way, in 

steel containing enough carbon to barden it is clear that 
similar, although not so pronounced, results will ~e produccd 
in tbe mildest steels when they are treated m the sama 

manner. 
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The rule, then, should be: Never allow water to come in 
contact with hot steel, and never allow bot steel to be la.u 

down upon a damp floor. 
Even tbe spray from water which is run upon roll-necks 

may canse these checks in steel that is passing tbrough tho 
rolla, so that it is better to pnt up a guard to deflcct snch 

water away from the body of the roll. 
A hammerman may sweep a bar with a <lamp broom to 

cause the vapor to explode with violence when the ham
mer comes down, and so tear away ali rough scale and pro
duce a bcautiful finish. A carcful, sk1lfnl man may be 

permitted to do this, bnt as surely as he gets his broom 
too wct, so that drops of water will fall on the stce1 a1ul 

whirl around in the spheroidltl condition, just so snrely w1ll 
he check the stee\. 

Th<> bcst way is to havo the bl'Oom not wet enong! to 
drip,and then to strike it up against the top die whcn it is 
reacly to rlescend; sufficient moisture wil~ he caught u pon 

the die to cause a lond explosion when it strikes the hot 
steel; it is a v1olent explosion a11<l will drirn off e,cry par
ticle of detachable sea.le, leaving as beautiful a surface as 

that which is peculiar to Russia sheet iron. 

lt i::1 common in rolliug tires to run jets of water ovcr the 

tire to break up the scale and produce a clean surfacc. 

'l'ire-makers assert that experiencc shows that the water 

<loes no harm. There are two reasons for this if it be true: 
first, the steel is of medium carbon a11d more inert than 
high stcel, and it has been hammered and compactcd 

bcfore rolling; second, the tires are nsua1ly turned, and 
this wonld cut away any little chccks that might occur ou 
the sarface. 

The magnetic properties of stecl are well known. Soft 
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steel, like soft wrought iron, cannot be magnetized perma· 
uently; higher car bon steel will retain maguetism a long 
time, and hardened steel will retain it still longer. llard
ened-steel magnets are the most permanent. 

'fhe permanency :md the efficiency of a magnet increase 
wi th the quantity of carbo11 up to about 85 car bon; steel 
of higher carbon than this will not make magnets of so 
good permanency. The efficiency of a magnet of 85 carbon 
is increased largely by the addition of a little tungsten; a 

little less than .055' is sufficient. 
It has been shown tbat tungsten ha.s tbe property of 

retaining the hardness of steel up to a relatively bigh tem
perature; this additional power of retaiuing magnetis;;m 
may indicate a close relatiou between the conditions set .1p 
by magnetism and by bardening. 

It has been stated that maximum pbysical properties, 
except as to compressiou, are found at from 90 to 100 
car bon; now we 1:ind maximum magnetic properties in the 
same region. Prof. Arnold has found by microscopio test.s 
the same point of saturation; he fixes it at 89 car bon and 
deduces from it an unstable carbide o.E Fe,.C. 

The magnetic maximnm was found by magnet-makers 
by actual use in large numbers of magnets. Prof. J. W. 
Langley found the same maximum in a series of carefnl 
and delicate experiments nndertaken to determine the bcst 
composition and the best treatment for the prodnction of 
permanent magnets. Magnetism is affected by tempera
ture, and it is fonnd tbat steel becomes 11011-magnetic at or 
about the point of recalesce11ce. 'fhis is important to elec
tricians, as it marks the limit of temperatnre that is arnila
ble to tbem. It is of interest to the scientists, as it is 
another indication of the importan0e of the changes that 
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take place at tbis temperatura. Later, recalescence will be 
found to be an equally important point to thesteel-worker, 
especially to the temperer 

It has been stated that if a bar of steel be heated to auy 
visible temperature aud then be cooled without disturbauce 
there will be a resulting grain or structure that is dne to 
the highest tempemture to which the liar was subjected. 
As a rule the highest temperatura leaves a grnin tbat 
appears to the eye to be the largest, or coarsest, whether 
the microscope shows it to be composed of larger crystals 
or not. 

Let the following sqnares represeut tbe apparent sizes of 
the grains: 

l. The natural bar, untreated 
2. Grain due to dark orange or orange red. 
3. " " " medimn orange 
4. " " f' brigbt orange 
5. " " " dark lemon 
6. " " " medium lemon 
7. " " " bright lemon 
8. " " " very bright lemon, or creamy. 
These designations are used because steel in cooling down, 

or in beating up, runs through a series of yellow tints, not 
re<ls. It is common to see the expression "glowing whii.e" 
applied to steel that is not even melted, when as a matter 
of fact melted wronght iron is not quite white. An occa
sional heat of steel may be seen tbat could fairly be called 
white, and then the melter kuows that it is altogether too 
hot, and that he must cool the steel or make bad ingots. 
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"GlÓwing white," like "cherry red," will do :for ordiIM1,ry 
talk, but not for accurate description, although "cherry 
red" comes nearer to describing the dying color than 
"glowiug white" comes to describing the highest heat. 

An are light may be" g1owing white," and snnlight is 
"glowing white," and when either light :falls u pon melted 
steel it shows how :far the steel is from being "glowing 

white." 
Referring to the squares: If a bar that has been heated 

to No. 8 be rc-heate<l. to No. 2 and be kept at that color a 
few minutes to allow the steel to arrauge itself, in other 
words, to provide for lag, and. theu be cooled, it will be found 
to have grain No. 2. Sometimes in performiug this experi
ment thG fracture will be interspersed with brilliant spots 
as if it were set with gems; this shows that not quite 
enough time was allowed for lag. Another tria! with a 
little more time will bring it to a complete No. 2 fracture. 
If now it be heated to No. 4, or 5, or 6 in the same way, 
it will be found to have when cold the grain dne to No. 4, 

or 5, or 6 temperature. 
'l'his may be repeated any number of times, and the 

changes m:iy be rung on a11 of the numbers, until the dis
integratiog effect of numerous heatings begius to destroy 
the steel. 'l'his property of registeriug temperatme, this 
steel thermometer, is of great value, and it will be referred 
to frequently. 

EFFECTS OF MECHANICAL WORK, 

Wiien an ingot is heated and then hammered, rolled, or 
pressed hot, its density will be increased, as well as its 
strength when cold under ali strains. 

If it be hammered carefully, with heavy blows at first, 
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a~d with lighter and quicker blows at the last, the grain 
w1ll become very close and fine; it is called "bammer
refined." 

Wben down to the so-called cherry red, orange red, 
great care is needed, and when black begins to show 
through the red much ca.ution must be used; any heavy 
blows will crush the grain and produce tbe dark or black 
color mentioned before. 

Fine-tool makers attach great importance to this hammer
refining; sorne of the ~ost expert will not have a rolled bar 
if a well-hammered one can be had. At first thought this 
would seem to be a mere notion, but the testimony in favor 
of bammering is so universal among those who know their 
business that it would seem as if it must be based upon 
sorne reason. If it have any scientific basis of fact, it is 
that t~e ehocks or vibrations of the hammer keep the 
carbon m more intimate union with the iron, whether it be 
c~mbination or solution, than either rolling or pressing 
will do.. After considering the phenomena of bardcning, 
~empenng, annealing, etc., it may be conc'.uded that tbere 
ts something in this. It is easy to laugh at and to deride 
shop prejudices, and there are enough of them that deserve 
ridícula; agai~, t:1ere are some that will not down, and they 
compel the sCientist to hunt for explanations. But after 
ali, ridicule is dangerous; it is possible that a careful com
p~riso_n of sorne of tbe laws laid down by the highest 
sc10nt1sts would tend to excite the risibles. If the hand
worke: sometimos fl.ounders in the mud, the scientist is 
eometunes enveloped and groping in mist. 

Hot-rolling produces resnlts similar to those of hot-lmm
mering; it makes the grain finer, increases density, and 
adds to the strength. 
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The same precautions are needed in rolling as in ham
mering. Heavy passes with rapid reduction may be used to 
advantage while the steel is hot and thoroughly plastic; as 
the heat fa.lis the passes should be lighter to avoid crush
ing tbe grain. 

Overrolling, like too mnch hammeriug, may be more 
injurious than too little work; a coarse, irregular structnre 
due to too little work may be rectified and made fine ancl 
even by annealing, while if the grain be crushed by over
work the damage cannot be cnred ty annealing; the an
nealed grain may appear to be all right, but on testing, the 
strength will be found impaired. 

By care and light passes steel may be rolled safely down 
to a black heat aud be made elastic and springy. It is 
common to roll spring-steel in this way so that it may be 
formed into a spring and have ali of the properties of a 
tempered spring without going throngh the ooerations of 
hardening and tempering. This is often desirable for 
spring-makers, as it saves them considerable expense ; but 
it is hazardons work, because it is so difficult to heat every 
piece exactly to the same temperature, aud secnre every 
time the same number of passes and the same pressure in 
each. The best roller will get sorne pieces too hard and 
brittle, and sorne too soft and ductile. A careful steel
maker will shun such work. 

Oold-bammering, cold-ro\ling, and cold-drawing reduce 
specific gravity and increase tensile, transverse, compres-· 
sivc, and torsional strengtb. They increase hardness and 
brittleness, redncing ·ductility. The hardness dne to cold
working is diffcrent írom that dne to hot-work or qnench
ing; the latter operations produce great elasticity as well 
as hardness. 
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The harduess due to cold-working might be described as 
harshuess; the steel is not truly springy; of course it will 
bend fürther without pennanent set than an annealed 
piece, bnt it uever has the trne spring elasticity. 1f it be 

worked far enough to be really spriugy, it will bear tne 
same relation to a hot-worked spring that a piece of cross
grained, brashy oak bears to a piece of well-seasoned, 
straight-grained hickory. 

The hammering of round sections between flat dies tends 
to burst the bars in the centre; great care must be u sed 
to avoid this, and the most skilful and careful hammermen 
will ofteu turn out bursted bars. The bursts do not show 
on the surface; the bars are true to size, round, smooth, and 
souud on the outside. The safest plan is to hammer in a 
V-die, or in rounded swedges. 

Radial rolling will produce the same results, and it is on 
this principle that the celebrated :M:ansmann tubes are 
made. 'l'he explanation seems to be simple, as the follow, 
ing exaggerated sketches will show: 

CJ o o 
No. 1 has been struck; it is then turned up to position 

No. 2 and knocked into shape No. 3. The rapid hammer
ing of a bar, tnrning it a little at a time, must bnrst it if 
the blows are heavy enongh to deform the whole section. 
Heavy radial rolling produces the same results. 

The concluding pages of this chapter will be devoted to 
a few examples showing by tests the effects of heat and 
work upon specific gravity, tensile strength, elasticity, and 
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ductility; they are not to be taken as fixing exact limits in 
any case; they are given merely to illustrate th~ truth of 
the general properties stated, and to show the w1de ranges 
of strength that are attainable by varying carbon and 

work. 
TABLE t. 

Crucible 
Ingot Numbers. 

Steel. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 

12 

---- - --- -- -- - - -----
C11rbon .... ... .so-i .490 .529 .619 .801 .841 .867 .871 .956 1.005 1.058 l 079 

.0al .0-t:l .039 . 0-.'9 .039 05" .053 .059 .088 .120 .039 Silicün. .. .019 . ' 
Phosphorus . .047 .005 .047 ·ºªº .035 _o-¿.¡ .014 ,0-¿.j .070 .034 .0641 .044 
Sulpbur ..... .018 .016 .018 .012 .016 .OJO .018 .0lt .016 .012 .006 .oot 
Sp.gr. ingots. 7.855 7.836 7.841 7 .8-..'9 7.838 7.824 7.819 7.818 7.813 7.807 7.803 7.805 
Sp. gr. b&rs, 

7.818 7.791 7.789 7.752 7.744 .... 7.690 burned, 1 . . 
2 •. 7.814 7.811 7.784 7.75.5 7.749 .. .. 7. 741 
3 . . 7.Wl 7.S:lO 7.780 7.758 7.756 .. ... 7.769 
4 .. 7.8·!6 7.849 7.808 7.773 7.789 . ... 7.798 
5 .. 7.881 7.806 7.812 7.790 7.812 . ... . 7.811 

colo, 6 ..... . 7.84l 7.821 7 .8-..'9 7.825 7.826 . .... 7.825 
.0-25 .034 .040 .073 .082 ..... .135 Diff. 6-1 .... .. . ... . 

l\lean diff.} 
of carbon .071 ... .. .... .. .. .. ... ..... ... ..... ····· ····· ······ 

The twelve ingots treated here were first selected by oc
u lar inspection for carbons; the carbons were then de
terminad by combustion analyses. 

It will be sean that the inspeotion was correct, and tbat 
the mean difference in carbon between consecutiva num
bers is .007. Between Nos. 7 and 8 there is a difference of 
only .004; wben the analyst discovered this, he asked for a 
reinspection, not giving any reason for bis request. The 
inspectors made new fractures, examined the ingots care
fully in good light, aud reported tbat tbey erred the first 
time, that both ingots belonged in the sama temper num
ber but that if there were any difference No. 8 was the 

' . 
harder. It is not cla.imed that a difference of .004 1s 

really observable. 
The contents of silicon, phosphorus, and sulphnr show 

clearly that the controlling element is carbon. This ex-
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perim.ent has been repeated a number of times, and always 
with the same result, showing that there is no nncertainty 
in this method of separating tempers. 

Parts of these ingots were reduced to ¾-inch round bars. 
'rhe specific gravities of the ingots were taken, showing 
generally a reduction of sp. gr. for an increase of carbon
No. 3 and 5 are anornalous; au explanation of this could 
doubtless have been found if a careful investigation had 
been made, but there was no re-examination. 

The sp. gr. No. 6 are of the i-inch bars as they carne 
from the rol\s; they are all heavier than the ingots except 
No. 4, and they are of nearly uniform sp. gr.; this is due 
doubtless to the fact that the higher carbon steels are so 
much harder than the low-carbon steels that it required 
much more work to reduce them to the bars, andas hot
working increases density, the densities of tbe higher car
bons were increased more than those of the lower. 

The bars wore nicked six times at intervals of about ¾ 
inch and then heated so that the ends were scintillating, 
ready to pass into the granular condition, and the heat was 
so regulated as to ha.ve each piece less hot than the piece 
next nearer to the end, the last piece, No. 6, being black 
and as nearly cold as possible. 

It is manifest that this operation is subject to the error 
of accidentally getting No. 2, for instance, hotter than No. 
1, and so on, so that perfect regularity is not to be ex
pected; to obtain a true rule of expansion it would be 
necessary to make hundreds of such experiments and use 
the mean of all. 

It will be noticed that No. 4 is abnormal in the ingot 
series, and that the No. G piece of No. 4 is ahnormal in be
ing lighter than the ingot; probably this No. G of No. 4 
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was hot when it was intended to be cold. Also No. 2 of 
ingot' No. 3 is lighter tban its No. 1, showing another 
irregularity in heating. . 

Taking the w hole list of No. 1 pieces, they are all hghter 
tbau their respective No. 6 pieces; the differences o_f sp. 
gr. 6-1 are progressive, being only .025 for the No. 3 rngot 
and .135 íor the No. 12 ingot. 'l'his shows clearly that ex
pansion due to a given difference in temperature is much 
greater in high steel tban in low stecl. 

'rhis clears away the mystery of the so-called treachery of 
high steel, its tendency to crack when hardened. There 
is no treachery about it; it is very sensitive to temperature, 
and it must be treated accordingly. 

A fcw examplcs will now be given to show the changes 
of tensile strength, ductility, etc., that rnay be had by 
di:fferences of carbon, and by di:fferences of treatment, an
nealing, hardening, and tempering. 

TABLE II. 

1 Cruci- Cruci- Cruci- Cru-
cible 

Character of Cru-
O. H. O. H. bleEye- bld.:ye- ble Eye- M•lll. O. H. cible O. H. bar, bar. bar, rnwn Steel. Sb~et 2" X 1". 2" XI". 211 X] \\' ir,;. 

------- - -- - - ---- - -
Oarbon ..... . { .09 to .435 .50 .60 .70 .96 1.35 1.40 l. 15 

.12 
.1(,6 <.02 Silicon ........ .008 .014 .0~5 ..... ...... ········ ······•·" < .0-l Pho$phorus .. . 007 .050 .016 .... .. " .. . .008 ······ · ....... trace Sulphur .. .. ... . .026 .0·!3 .028 ... ... ... .015 ········ < .SO ~langanese .. .055 .204 .32!'> .. ... . ..... .24 .... , .. 

T..-nsile str'gth, 
46l'OO 73142 84'i20 108800 lli400 124800 100733 117710 141500 lbs. per sq.in. 
30900 63560 71500 69980 65000 85078 69850 9'14~'() E lastic linm . . . .... . 

7.28 at 
Elongation ... { in t in 1 2~ 14.1,j 11.~ 4.75% .5~ 2.85 in 2½ 2% in.41% in.42% 
Reduction of ) ,5.85% 62 .3% 29.91% 18.ó5% 8.69% ... ... , ... .... 13.03~ 2.42% 

area ........ 1 ¡ broke -~\ in ueck broke broke 
silky slight in l1ead 

·········· in 
).ícup flaw, clo~e grip fine grain 

grain 

o. H. is Lhe abhreviation for open bearth. 
Second column is mean of 24 aualyses and 24 tests of boiler-sheeta. 
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TABLE III. 

Cold-drawn Wire, ½-inch Diam. 
Ten~ile Elastic Elongation. Reduc

Streugth, Li111it, 1---- tion ot 
lbs. p"r lbs. ¡ier In 3 Per Area, 
sq. m. 1 sq. in. ~ __:~ per ~ - -----------,---

C'okl-<lrawn, broke in grip .......... . .. 
Sam., bar drawn black ........... .. . 

·• '
1 a.ooealed ... .. 

" " ha rdeoed aod theu drawo 
black ... .. ....... .. ........... .. 

1 

141.500 9-2,400 
138,400 IH.700 
98,410 68,110 

248,700 152,800 

.06 2.00 

.18 6.00 

.30 10.00 

.25 8.33 

2.42 
12.45 
11.69 

19. 7 

Analysis of this bar is given in Table II in the 11\St 
column. 

A test of ½-inch wire to show e:ffect of cold-drawing, 
tempering, annealing, and hardening and tempering. 
Four pieces were cut from the same bar_ It is probable 
that the first piece wonld have giYen a little hi~lrnr tensile 
if it had not broken in the grip; it was clamped too tight. 
'l'he second piece was heated until it passed through a\l of 
the temper colors and tnrned black, technically called 
"drawing black," or <lrawing ou t all of the tcmper. It is 
not qmte annealing; the idea was to find the e:ffect of 
temper-drawing npon a cold-hardened drawn wire. 

'l'he effect of this operation wa-s to lower the ultimate 
anc1 raise the elastic strength, increasing also tlJe ductility. 

'l'he third piece was heated carefully to the tecalescence
point, and cooled slowly, thns annealing it completely, and 
giving the normal strength of a bar of tbis composition. 

'l'he fourth piece was heated to recalescence and 
quenched, lm·dening and re.fining it thoroughly; it was 
then tempered through a\l of the colors until it turned 
black; the result shows the enormous potencies there are 
in the hardening and tempering operations. 

The cases given in Table II were selected indiscdmi• 
nately, so a¡¡ to show better the c:ffect of carbon, as we here 
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have tests of ordinary test-bars, boiler-sheet, small eye
bar~, and drawn wire. 

The 96-carbon eye-bar and the 115-carbon ½-inch wire 
are the nearest to the 100-carbon saturatiou limit meu
tioned before, and they show the highest strength. The 
96-carbon eye-bar had a slight flaw in the fracture, which 
doubtless <;aused it to break below its real strength. 

The 135-carbon eye-bar broke in the head in a way to 
indicate that there was sorne local strain there, due to 

forging. . 
These examples are not given as establishing any gen

eral law; they are illustrations oí what all experience 
shows to be the fact, that the strength of steel is affected 
profoundly by the quantity of carbon present, and also 
by heat and by mechanical work. From 46,800 lbs. to 
248,700 lbs. tensile strength per square inch is au enor
mous rang!J, and these figures probably represent pretty 
closely the ultimate limits at present_ attainable. 

An inspection of the analyses makes it clear that the 
other elements present in addition to carbon were not there 
in snfficient qnant1ty or variety to have had much effect 
upon the results. 
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VI. 

HEATING FOR FORGING; FOR HARDENING; 

FOR W.ELDING. 

BURNING, OVERHEATING, RESTORING, 

FROM what has been said already about the effects of 
heat it follows without further argument that heating is 
one of the most important, or perhaps more properly the 
most important of all, of the operations to which steel has 
to be su bjected. 

The first and vital thing to be borne in miud is that all 
heating should be uniform throughout the mass. It has 
been shown that heat affects the grain, the structure, as 
surely as it moves the mercury-column, and such being 
the case it is plain that as perfect uniíormity as it is pos
sible to attain is the füst essential for all heating, no matter 
what the ultimate object may be. 

In heating for forging the limit lies between the point 
of recalescence, the beginning of true plasticity, and the 
granular condition, the end of plasticity; these tempera-
tures lie between dark or medium orange for all steels and 
medium or light lemon on the upper limit, depending on 
the carbon content, or lower if it be an alloy steel. 

If there is much work to be done npon a piece of steel, 
1t is well to heat at first to as high a temperatura as is safe, 
and then to forge or work heavily at the higher heat, 


